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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a fractional-order framework for control of blood pressure regulation system. A 
new perspective is explored to control the blood pressure in lieu of the conventional control framework. 
A multi-variable scenario is adopted to control two outputs: mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) 
and cardiac output (CO) simultaneously. Three fractional-order controllers are designed and tuned 
optimally for the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) blood pressure regulation system. To test the 
effectiveness of the designed fractional controllers, control investigations are carried out based on 
controller performance indices and sensitivity performance indices. Stability analysis and sensitivity 
analysis are carried out in order to assure stable as well as robust feedback design. Sensitivity analysis of 
the paper reveals the controller’s ability to handle model uncertainties of the blood pressure regulation 
system. Numerical simulation results of the paper unfold the best suitable fractional-order controller 
for the enhanced closed-loop performance of the blood pressure regulation system.
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1. INTROdUCTION

A major issue in post-operative control is the patient’s hypertension. It is important to maintain the 
patient’s physiological parameters prior to and post-medical treatments (Araki & Furutani, 2005). 
The most significant physiological parameter is blood pressure, which can be controlled via drug 
infusion. This is not a trivial task as one has to titrate the drug accurately with proper knowledge of 
the dynamics of the process. The lack of accuracy and timely infusion of the drug may lead to 
fluctuations in the blood pressure level. This causes pernicious oscillations in the blood pressure 
level leading to either hypertension or shock (Bailey & Haddad, 2005). The most widely used drug 
for the control of Mean Arterial Blood Pressure (MABP) is anti-hypertensive Sodium Nitroprusside 
(SNP) and for Cardiac Output (CO) is Dopamine (DPM) (Behbehani & Cross, 1991). Dopamine 
(DPM) is the potent vasopressor agent used for critically ill patients in Intensive Care Unit (ICU), 
Intensive Cardiac Care Unit (ICCU), Surgical Intensive Care Unit (SICU), Medical Intensive Care 
Unit (MICU) etc. The onset of action starts within five minutes of Intravenous (IV) administration 
of DPM. In present scenario dosage of DPM is as per lean body weight (Holmes et al., 2005; Geremia 
et al., 2012). Immediate infusion rates, i.e. 2 to 5 µg kg min − −1 1  and 5 to 15 µg kg min − −1 1  cause 
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direct stimulation and increase in Mean Arterial Blood Pressure (MABP) and Cardiac Output (CO). 
Certain researchers (Cheng et al., 2019; Tufano et al., 2010) have studied the comparative efficacy 
of vasoactive medication suggesting the use of other inotropic agents such as Nor-epinephrine and 
Dobutamine. Though there are other inotropic agents available for CO control in acute heart failure 
syndrome, DPM still remains an essential drug in the patients of septic shock and it is used as the 
first-line vasopressor in hypertensive emergencies. Epidemiological studies focusing on temporal 
trends in ICU (Thongprayoon et al., 2016) also revealed that DPM was used in 14% cases in SICU 
and 50% cases in ICCU over a span of seven years.

Sodium Nitroprusside, a potent vasodilator, is used extensively in the treatment of hypertensive 
emergencies due to its favourable pharmacokinetic parameters and immediate onset of action (duration 
1 to 2 minutes). Recent literature (Benken, 2018) has stated that the dosage of IV infusion, i.e. 0.25 
to 10 µg kg min − −1 1  titration by 0.1 to 0.2 µg kg min − −1 1  results in a significant decrease in MABP. 
A study (Mullens et al., 2008) has also concluded that SNP vasodilatation has favourable long term 
clinical outcomes and it remains an excellent therapeutic choice.

In current Indian scenario of government and private setups, Med captain’s infusion syringe 
pumps are most commonly used in ICU and ICCU for injectable vasopressors and vasodilators and 
the fluctuations in physiological parameters are mostly monitored on Philips IntelliVue MP5. Looking 
at the importance of DPM and SNP in control of MABP and CO in cardiac patients, the lack of 
automatic control for the simultaneous regulation of MABP and CO may lead to increase in the time 
spent by ICU nurses in attending the cardiac patient for monitoring blood pressure. According to a 
survey (Bequette, 2013), 73% of the myocardial revascularization patients suffer from post-operative 
hypertension and require control of blood pressure. The same survey revealed that the Intensive Care 
Unit (ICU) nurses spend 26% of their time in attending the hypertensive patient post-operation for 
monitoring blood pressure. Thus, open-loop manual control may lead to a tedious job for the ICU 
personnel. On the other hand, the development of an automatic closed-loop control unit can provide 
timely and desirable performance with accuracy. Moreover, the automated closed-loop system controls 
primary variables and also monitors secondary variables for diagnostics. That allows the physician 
to spend more time monitoring the patient for conditions that are not easily measured and keeps the 
physician always ‘in the loop’ (Rao et al., 1999). Thus, closed-loop automatic control may lead to a 
reduced attendance time for the nursing staff as well as the physicians and surgeons.

The development and investigation of novel control strategies have become a paramount issue 
amongst the researchers. Different control strategies are available for the control of blood pressure 
under a variety of conditions (Isaka & Sebald, 1993), i.e. post-operative blood pressure control (Gao 
& Er, 2005), during anaesthesia (Frei et al., 2000; Meier et al., 1992), during surgical operation 
(Furutani et al., 1995) etc. Coleman et al. (1974) presented control of Cardiac Output (CO) via a 
mathematical model comprising of two dissimilar blood flow channels. In Hahn et al. (2002) an 
adaptive control strategy is proposed for the drug infusion. Computer simulations for the closed-loop 
control of blood pressure utilizing multiple drug inputs are presented by McInnis & Deng (1985). 
Shahin & Maka (2007, 2011a, 2011b) gives a very good insight on the linear state-space model, 
physiological model and control technique for blood pressure regulation system. A non-square model-
based drug infusion strategy for the MIMO control problem of MABP and CO is attempted by Rao 
et al. (1999). The multi-input multi-output model representing the input-output relationship between 
the drug to be injected and the blood pressure comprises of time delays, parameter uncertainties 
and unknown disturbances (Slate et al., 1979). Thus, the regulation of blood pressure with CO 
simultaneously becomes a challenging problem from the control engineering perspective (Malagutti 
et al., 2013). A Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) model predictive controller based on a discrete 
model obtained via experimentation may not be reliable since they cause pernicious oscillations in 
the MABP (Bequette, 2007). For example, the IVAC titrator to regulate the MABP was discontinued 
due to several reasons (Doyle et al., 2011). Hence, desirable performance cannot be achieved with a 
single controller. Saxena & Hote (2012) also presented a conventional Single-Input Single-Output 
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framework for the control of MABP utilizing IMC tuned integer-order PI/PID controller. In recent 
years, fractional-order controllers have gained popularity due to the fact that they add the degree of 
freedom, which leads to a superior control performance keeping the implementation feasible (Monje et 
al., 2010). Despite the universality of the fractional controller and the vital role of the blood pressure 
regulation, the fractional-order control of the mean arterial pressure and cardiac output is sparingly 
researched (Urooj & Singh, 2019). Hence, it is worthwhile to explore and investigate the impact of 
fractional control on the MIMO control problem of blood pressure regulation.

The chief intent of this paper is to design three fractional-order controllers for the blood pressure 
regulation system. The blood pressure problem under consideration is a MIMO control problem. Hence, 
the three separate fractional-order controllers for two outputs (MABP and CO) each are designed. The 
two manipulated variables, i.e. drugs to be infused to control, are Sodium Nitroprusside and Dopamine. 
The controllers’ parameters are tuned optimally with the help of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
algorithm. The designed controllers are then investigated from the control perspective to study the 
relationship and behaviour of the closed-loop system associated with the blood pressure system 
model under the disturbance and set-point tracking (Monje at el., 2010). The fractionality in the 
controller introduces mathematical subtleties and hence a graphical representation is adopted to test 
the stability of the designed closed-loop. Moreover, patients are sensitive to intravenous infusion 
of drugs, so significant sensitivity analysis is demonstrated as well for the designed closed-loop. 
Sensitivity analysis reveals the ability of the controller to handle the parameter uncertainty and input 
disturbances as well. The numerical simulation results of the paper illustrate the superiority of the 
fractional-order control, in contrast to the conventional controller, based on the controller and the 
sensitivity performance indices.

2. METHOdS

This section covers fractional-order PID controller, fractional-filter-PI controller and Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) methods. The fractional-filter-PI controller is bifurcated in two cases: (i) Internal 
model tuned Fractional-Filter-PI (FF-PI-IMC) (ii) PSO tuned Fractional-Filter-PI (FF-PI-PSO). 
Based on these methods, three optimally tuned fractional-order controllers are designed for the blood 
pressure regulation system.

2.1 Fractional-Order PId Controller
The ubiquitous fractional-order PID controller can be structured by an integro-differential equation 
(Monje et al., 2010), i.e.:
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Equation (2) is the fractional-order PID controller transfer function. On the other hand, the 
conventional integer-order PID controller is given by:

C s k k
s
k s

ij P
ij

I
ij

D
ij( )= + +

1  (3)

The difference between the integer-order PID and the fractional-order PID is that the derivative 
and the integral action add fractionality in the controller transfer function resulting in the added 
degree of freedom. Conventional PID has three parameters to tune and the fractional-order PID has 
five parameters to tune. Hence, providing more flexibility, which results in superior closed-loop 
performance (Podlubny, 1999).

2.2 Fractional-Filter-IMC-PI
Internal Model Control (IMC) was proposed to provide a formal model-based method for tribulation 
free controller tuning (Skogestad, 2003). In this section, a fractional-filter IMC tuned PI Controller 
is presented. Consider a closed-loop system, whose plant transfer function is denoted by G s

pij
( ).  The 

plant transfer function represents an input-output relationship, for example, the relation of SNP to 
MABP. Considering that the plant is controlled via an IMC-based controller G s

IMC
ij ( ),  then the 

closed-loop associated with such a system can be depicted as in Figure 1.
The internal model of the plant G s

pij
( )  is represented by ′G s

ij
( ).  The internal model is the 

approximated version of the actual real-life relationship of the input-output. The generalized IMC 
transfer function consists of two parts: (i) a fractional-filter f s s

cij cij
ij( )= +( )+1 1

1τ δ  (ii) an inverse 

of the minimum-phase part G s
mij
−1 ( )  of the internal model ′G s

ij
( ).  The term τ

cij
 and δ

ij
 has the 

interpretation as the fractional filter parameter and the filter fractionality. From the block diagram, 
the structure of the IMC-based fractional controller can be stated as:
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Furthermore, the above controller (4) in terms of the fractional filter can be written as:

Figure 1. Schematic of a generalized internal model control
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The controller in (5) is a generalized fractional-order IMC tuned controller. The blood pressure 
regulation system’s transfer function associated with the i th output and j th input is denoted by 
(Bequette, 2007):
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Combining (5) and (6), the IMC-based fractional controller is obtained as:
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Furthermore, (7) can be rephrased as a combination of fractional-filter cascaded with the integer-
order PI controller, i.e.:
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The above (8) describes a general structure of the proposed fractional-filter PI controller associated 
with the i th output and j th input. A note on how to achieve the tuning of the above-mentioned 
controllers in (3) and (8) is given in Remark 1.

2.3 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Several optimization algorithms are available to tune the parameters of a controller optimally. Kennedy 
& Eberhart (1995) proposed a population-based optimization algorithm called the Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO). The algorithm was inspired by the behaviour of bird flocking. In recent years, 
PSO has become a better-developed optimization algorithm (Ding et al., 2019). The optimization 
algorithm is employed to minimise the value of a certain cost function. The algorithm starts with N  
number of particles (solutions) moving for optima in the search space of dimension D.  The p th 
particle moves with definite velocity ν

p
 and position x

p
.  The particles moves in the space randomly 

searching for the best possible position to converge and minimise the cost function. This procedure 
is carried out until the best position is achieved until the maximum number of iteration is reached. 
The velocity and position of the p th particle at k th iteration is given by:

ν ν ρ ρ
p p p p gp p
k w k c r x k c r x k( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))+ = + − + −1

1 1 2 2
 (9)

x k x k v k
p p p
( ) ( ) ( )+ = + +1 1  (10)
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where the terms c
1
 and c

2
 denotes the personal learning coefficient and global learning coefficient 

respectively. w  is the inertia weight, ρ
p

 is the best individual particle position, and ρ
gp

 is the global 
best position for all particles. Terms r

1
 and r

2
 are two random values in the range of ( , )0 1  respectively.

Remark 1: It is desired to achieve the optimal tuning for parameters of the fractional-order controller 
in (3) and (8). For the fractional-PID controller of (3), the values of five parameters 
( , , , , )k k k
p
ij

I
ij

D
ij

ij ij
λ µ  are obtained from the PSO algorithm. For the fractional-filter PI controller 

(8), there arise two cases: (i) IMC tuned Fractional-filter PI controller (FF-PI-IMC). Here, the 
PI controller parameters are represented directly in terms of the system parameters. The rest of 
the two parameters, i.e., filter parameter τ

cij
 and the filter fractionality δ

ij
 are tuned via PSO 

algorithm. (ii) Fractional-filter PI controller (FF-PI-PSO), whose all the four parameters are 
tuned via PSO algorithm. The cost function to be minimized is the Integral Squared Error (ISE), 

i.e. ISE e d
ij

t

= ∫ ( ) .τ τ
0

 Thus, there are three different fractional-order controllers to be effectuated 

on the MIMO blood pressure regulation system in order to investigate the behaviour of the system.

3. dESIGN OF FRACTIONAL-ORdER CONTROLLERS 
FOR BLOOd PRESSURE REGULATION SySTEM

A two-input two-output system is represented by:
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where y y u
1 2 1
, ,  and u

2
 are outputs and inputs respectively. The terms k

ij ij ij
, ,θ τ  denote the process 

gain, dead time and time constant associated with the i th input and j th output respectively. The 
relationship matrix is called the transfer function matrix and its components are called a system 
transfer function, i.e.:
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For the specific case of blood pressure regulation, the general structure of the MIMO representation 
(11) can be recast as (Bequette, 2007):
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The above (12) represents the relationship between the two drugs, i.e. Sodium Nitroprusside 
(SNP), Dopamine (DPM), with the two outputs to be controlled, i.e. Mean Arterial Pressure (MABP), 
Cardiac Output. Note that the first component of the transfer function matrix G

p11
 denotes the relation 

of SNP to MABP. Similarly, the second component G
p12

 represents the relation of DPM to MABP, 
the third component G

p21
 represents the relation of SNP to CO and the fourth component G

p22
 

represents the relation of DPM to CO. Consider the pairing, SNP-MABP and DPM-CO as it is used 
in practice (Seborg et al., 2004). Here, the controllers for controlling the MABP through SNP and 
controlling the CO through DPM are designed. The interactions are introduced via the relation of 
SNP to CO and DPM to MABP. The control structure for the two-input two-output multivariable 
blood pressure regulation system is depicted in Figure 2.

It is clear from Figure 2 that the controllers C
11

 and C
22

 controls MABP and CO respectively. 
However, they are also responsible for the control of interactions from the other loop.

Once the input-output pairing is decided, the designed controllers are now tuned by utilizing the 
PSO algorithm as mentioned in Section 2.3. Thus, utilizing (9)-(10) with the following conditions in 
the algorithm, the PSO tuned fractional-order controllers are obtained:

• For FOPID - ( , , , , ),k k k
p
ij

I
ij

D
ij

ij ij
λ µ  FF-PI-PSO-( , , , )k k

p
ij

I
ij

ij ij
λ µ  and FF-PI-IMC-( , )λ µ

ij ij
 are tuned.

• Thirty particle swarms are taken for the evolutions.
• Total numbers of iterations are set to 50.
• The value of personal learning and global learning coefficients are taken as 2 and 1.5 respectively.
• The inertia weight is kept 1.

Figure 2. Schematic of MIMO blood pressure regulation problem
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The PSO algorithm is implemented using MATLAB© on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700 3.60 GHz 
machine with 8.00 GB RAM. The algorithm runs until the objective function is met, i.e. minimization 
of the Integral Squared Error or up to 50 iterations. The resultant controllers are given in Table 1.

4. RESULTS

Control investigations are carried out utilizing the designed fractional-order controllers of the 
paper (Table 1). First, stability assessment of three closed-loops resulting from the three designed 
controllers is demonstrated. Then, the results generated from the reference tracking response are 
presented to compare the fractional-order controllers of the paper with the conventional integer-PI 
controller (Seborg et al., 2004). Finally, to test the effectiveness of the controller under disturbances 
and uncertainties, sensitivity assessment results are portrayed.

4.1 Stability Assessment
The fractionality of the controller contributes to the fractional quasi-characteristic polynomial in lieu 
of the traditional characteristic polynomial. Thus, stability assessment is not straight forward. The roots 
of the associated fractional quasi-characteristic polynomial are intractable. The notion of mapping 
the roots to the Riemann surface is adopted (Monje et al., 2010). The fractional quasi-characteristic 
polynomial associated with the closed-loop resulting from the FF-PI-IMC is expressed as:

ζ θ τ θδ

ij cij ij
s s sij( , ) exp( )= +  (13)

Consider s wijδ = , δ
ij ij
r= , 1 δ υ

ij ij
= , δ

ij
> 0, r

ij
 and υ

ij
 are integers. Then the natural quasi-

characteristics degree polynomial associated with (13) can be described as:

ζ τ θ υ

ij cij

r

ij
w w wij ij( ) exp( )= +  (14)

The roots of (14) must obey the condition ∠ >w ( )βπ 2  for the designed closed-loop system 

to be constant. Here, w > ( ),βπ 2  where w  indicates roots of natural quasi-characteristics degree 
polynomial, β  indicates the greatest common divisor. The above condition tells that the angle of all 
roots must lie outside the principal sheet generated by βπ 2  on the Riemann surface. To test the 
above condition, the characteristic polynomials of all controllers mentioned in Table 1 are examined 
via FOMCON toolbox of MATLAB©. The graphical illustration of the location of the roots, on the 
Riemann surface, associated with fractional-order controllers of the paper is shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. Fractional controllers for both the loops of blood pressure regulation system

Fractional Controllers Loop 1 Loop 2

FOPID-PSO − − −−0 25 0 09 0 02740 98 0 91. . .. .s s 0 19 0 88 0 080 88 0 82. . .. .+ −−s s

FF-PI-PSO 1 9 0 18084 0 05310 19 1. ( . . ).s s− −− − 3 427 0 6320 0 070 00274 1. ( . . ).s s− −−

FF-PI-IMC 10 8 0 11166 0 166670 01 1. ( . . ).s s− −− − 4 2 1 0 20 06653 1. ( . ).s s− −+
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Figure 3 depicts the stability assessment for all three controllers, i.e., FOPID-PSO, FF-PI-PSO 
and FF-PI-IMC. It can be inferred from Figure 3 that all the roots are lying outside the principle sheet 
indicated by the red area. Thus, the designed fractional controllers of the paper preserve the stability 
of the blood pressure system.

4.2 Reference Tracking
To observe the impact of fractional-order controllers of the paper on the blood pressure regulation 
problem, closed-loop investigations are carried out. Numerical simulations are demonstrated for the 
step-change in desired (reference) values of the two outputs: MABP and CO. Responses generated 
from the effectuation of the three fractional-order controllers of the paper are compared for quantitative 
analysis. Simulation results are compared with the conventional IMC tuned integer-PI controller 
(Seborg et al., 2004).

Figure 4 shows the closed-loop reference tracking response. Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) are 
associated with the closed-loop response when the desired value of the MABP is changed by 1 mmHg. 
Similarly, Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) are associated with the closed-loop response when the desired 
value of the CO is changed by 1 L/(kg-min). It is observed from Figure 4(a) that all the proposed 
fractional controllers give a better response in contrast to the conventional integer-PI controller. The 
fractional-PID controller has greater overshoot in comparison to the other two fractional controllers 
(Table 2). The controller performance indices are depicted in Table 2 for the step-change in the desired 
value of MABP. While tracking the desired value of MABP due to the infusion of the drug SNP the 
Cardiac Output changes as well.

The duty of the controller of loop 2 is to reject that interaction and maintain the Cardiac Output 
at its desired value. This is displayed in Figure 4(b). The integer-PI controller takes the maximum 
time to re-state the Cardiac Output. The FOPID-PSO takes the least time to settle. On the other hand, 
FOPID-PSO has the highest undershoot in the Cardiac Output in contrast to the other controllers. The 
most important performance index in the drug delivery system could be the controller’s efforts to 
achieve the desired output. The more the efforts a controller needs, the more the input (drug infusion) 
is required to achieve the desired output. To measure this, Integral Squared Control Input (ISCI) 
is employed. Based on the ISCI values depicted in Table 2, the FF-PI-IMC gives most promising 
results of the step change in the desired value of MABP accompanied with a smoother response for 
the interaction in the Cardiac Output as well.

Figure 4(d) displays the Cardiac Output reference tracking response resulting from all the four 
controllers. Figure 4(c) shows how the controllers try to maintain the Mean Arterial Blood Pressure 
by rejecting the interactions while the Cardiac Output is being tracked to its desired value. Note that, 
Dopamine is the drug being manipulated in order to control the Cardiac Output. Observing Figure 
4(c), it is noticed that the FF-PI-IMC controller has the highest overshoot in MABP, which requires 
more time to settle. In contrast, FF-PI-PSO provides very less ISE, ISCI values for both the loops, 
see Table 3 for numerical values obtained graphically from Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).

Figure 3. Stability assessment of all the three fractional controllers
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Now, a simultaneous change in the desired values of both the outputs: MABP and CO is given. The 
closed-loop response of both the controllers to achieve the desired value simultaneously is investigated. 
Figure 5 demonstrates the same. It is clearly visible that FF-PI-PSO and FF-PI-IMC give a better 
response in contrast to FOPID-PSO and integer-PI controllers. The scenario of simultaneous change 
in the desired value and tracking the desired output simultaneously is the most common practical 
scenario and need. Though FOPID-PSO controller offers the least settling time, it also suffers from 
exhibiting larger overshoot and undershoot (green lines in Figure 5). For the CO reference tracking, all 
the controllers experience an undershoot in the response except the FF-PI-IMC controller. Moreover, 
FF-PI-IMC controller also offers the least overshoot in contrast to all the other controllers but suffers 
from a larger settling time, see Figure 5. On the other hand, the FF-PI-PSO controller exhibits lesser 
overshoot and undershoot in comparison to integer-PI and FOPID-PSO and lesser settling time in 
comparison to the FF-PI-IMC.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the comparison of the closed-loop responses for change in the 
set-point of MABP by +15 mmHg and -20 mmHg, respectively. Precisely, Figure 6(a) depicts the 

Figure 4. A closed-loop response comparison of four controllers for a unit step change

Table 2. Controller performance indices for the step-change in the desired value of MABP

Controller Loop 1 Loop 2

ISE ISCI OS ST ISE ISCI OS ST

Integer-PI 2.521 0.3607 1.59 26.98 11.97 1.942 0.836 20.89

FOPID-PSO 1.121 0.4291 1.38 10.98 7.186 2.056 0.607 7.61

FF-PI-PSO 1.585 0.3326 1.115 10.18 5.084 1.599 - 15.62

FF-PI-IMC 3.5 0.2521 1.05 23.43 1.099 1.58 0.02 10.18

ISE: Integral Squared Error, ISCI: Integral Squared Control Input, OS: Overshoot, ST: Settling time.

Table 3. Controller performance indices for the step-change in the desired value of CO

Controller
Loop 1 Loop 2

ISE ISCI OS ST ISE ISCI OS ST

Integer-PI 0.2375 0.1064 0.328 24.64 2.912 0.4933 1.367 20.4

FOPID-PSO 0.11 0.1057 0.271 8.101 2.897 0.7613 1.402 7.59

FF-PI-PSO 0.2058 0.0938 0.294 9.34 2.488 0.4597 1.023 18.12

FF-PI-IMC 1.543 0.0941 0.603 18.81 2.724 0.7052 1.289 21
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comparison of the proposed fractional-order controller (FF-PI-PSO) with the existing experimental 
results from Luspay & Grigoriadis (2015). Similarly, Figure 6(b) compares the same with the existing 
experimental results of Mallagutti et al. (2013). The evaluation of the controllers’ performance is 
adjudged via controller performance indices (Table 4). From Figures 6(a) and 6(b) it is clear that 
the proposed fractional controller does not possess an overshoot with less settling time and less ISE 
measure. The values of ISE, OS and ST in Table 4 reveal the better performance of the proposed 
controller in contrast to other controllers.

4.3 Sensitivity Assessment
Uncertainty is the bitter fact of the blood pressure regulation system. A single model cannot define the 
dynamics of all patients. Thus, there is a variation in the dynamics of the blood pressure system from 

Figure 5. Closed-loop response to a simultaneous pair of step changes in MABP and CO

Figure 6. Comparison of closed-loop results for the regulation of MABP
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patient to patient and a single controller tuned for a particular dynamics may not give satisfactory results 
for every single patient. It is reported in Bequette (2007) that the uncertainty in the blood pressure 
regulation MIMO model is averaged to be ranging from 33% to 150%. Note that the uncertainty can 
be regarded as the variation in the process parameters. These variations arise due to the difference 
in the behaviour of the patients’ body to the infusion of the drug inside the body. The drug infusion 
may lead to different behaviour in the Mean Arterial Blood Pressure and Cardiac Output. This results 
in a different model to represent the input-output relationship. Thus, a controller designed should be 
insensitive to the changes in the dynamics. Hence, it is evident to carry out the sensitivity analysis 
in order to investigate the efficacy of the designed fractional-order controllers of the paper (Åström 
& Murray, 2008). The absolute sensitivity can be calculated numerically by the following function:

S s
G si
i

( )
( )

=
+

1

1
 

where G s
i
( )  is the forward-path transfer function associated with the i th closed-loop. The sensitivity 

assessment can be bifurcated into two parts: (i) the absolute sensitivity associated with frequencies 
ω ω≤

c
 tells about the attenuation property of the closed-loop system (ii) the portion of the absolute 

sensitivity plot for frequencies ω ω>
c

 displays the amplification of input disturbances and process 
parameter variations (Åström & Hägglund, 2006). Note that the frequency ω

c
 is the frequency where 

the absolute sensitivity S s
i
( ) = 1  (Goodwin et al., 2001).

Figure 7 shows the plot of absolute sensitivity for both the closed-loops, i.e. (i) loop for control of 
Mean Arterial Blood Pressure (ii) loop for control of Cardiac Output. Figure 7 shows the assessment 
of sensitivity associated with all the four controllers under investigations. It is observed from Figure 
7(a) that for closed-loop 1 the FOPID-PSO displays maximum absolute sensitivity. On the other 
hand, FF-PI-PSO attends the least value of the maximum absolute sensitivity. This indicates that the 

Table 4. Controller performance indices

Method For step-input of +15 Method For step-input of -20

ISE OS ST ISE OS ST

Proposed 
method

63.22 - 16.1 Proposed method 77.04 - 23.83

Luspay & 
Grigoriadis 
(2015)

104.08 0.86 16.2 Malagutti et al. 
(2013)

209.01 6.07 34.11

Figure 7. The sensitivity assessment for both the closed-loops
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FF-PI-PSO controller will result in the minimum amplification of input disturbances and parameter 
uncertainties. Thus, for closed-loop, the FF-PI-PSO displays the least sensitivity to parameter 
variations, which confirms that the concerned controller can handle various model changes due to 
difference of behaviour from patient to patient.

Interestingly, the maximum absolute sensitivity S
m

 tells about the maximum amplification that 
can occur. So the controller experiencing a higher value of S

m
 will lead to greater amplification. 

Moreover, the inverse of S
m

 denotes the stability margin of the loop. Hence, the lower the S
m

 higher 
is the value of the stability margin. That will ensure greater stability of the system (Åström & Hägglund, 
2006). Figure 7(b) shows the sensitivity assessment for closed-loop 2. In both cases, the FF-PI-IMC 
controller has the least attenuation property for the input disturbances as well as for uncertainties. 
FF-PI-PSO controller shows a higher value of S

m
,  in contrast to the other controllers, indicating 

higher amplification for closed-loop 2, i.e. controlling of Cardiac Output. The graphically interpreted 
sensitivity performance indices are depicted in Table 5.

The frequency ω
m

 denotes the frequency at which maximum absolute sensitivity is achieved. 
The less the S

m
 the better is the controller. Moreover, the recommended range of the maximum 

absolute sensitivity is 1 4 2. ≤ ≤S
m

 (Åström & Hägglund, 2006). Based on this range, the FF-PI-
PSO gives the most consistent performance for both MABP and CO simultaneously, as seen from 
the values of Table 5. All the other controllers either perform well for only one loop or do not perform 
well at all for either of the loops. For example, FOPID-PSO does not perform well for loop 1, but its 
performance improves for loop 2.

5. dISCUSSION

This paper demonstrates a fractional framework to control the Mean Arterial Blood Pressure and 
Cardiac Output simultaneously. The proposed control is based on the Multi-Input Multi-Output 
approach in lieu of the conventional Single-Input Single-Output approach. This paper achieves the 
design of three fractional-order controllers, i.e. PSO tuned Fractional-order PID, PSO tuned Factional-
filter PI and IMC based Factional-filter PI controllers. Several investigations are carried out in the 
sense of stability, reference tracking and sensitivity. All the three fractional-controller of the paper are 
compared with each other and also with a conventionally used integer-PI controller. For comparison 
to being worth, all the controllers are tuned to have the optimized parameters in order to minimise 
the Integral Squared Error (ISE) performance index. The numerical simulation results of the paper 
reveal that the fractional-order controllers of the paper offer better overall performance in contrast 
to the conventionally used integer-PI controller.

Table 5. Sensitivity performance indices

Controllers Loop 1 Loop 2

S
m

ω
m

S
m

ω
m

Integer-PI 1.545 1.518 1.00 1.831

FOPID-PSO 2.2 3.763 1.167 0.6234

FF-PI-PSO 1.415 2.02 1.4 2.067

FF-PI-IMC 1.465 11.38 1.242 11.38
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Few implementation issues in a real-time control system are: (i) need of consistent communication 
standards, i.e. blood pressure sensor with the existing monitoring devices should be easy to set up 
(Doyle et al. 2011); (ii) computational time and competitive pricing; (iii) Real-time realization of the 
fractional-order controller (Monje et al., 2010).

The first issue can be solved by advances in processor-based technology with new communication 
standards in order to meet the requirement of the present state of the art (blood pressure monitors and 
drug infusion pumps). In the second issue, the proposed procedure includes an online optimization 
algorithm. That raises the concern of synergy between the time taken to calculate the control action 
and the sampling time of the sensor. In the actual practical field, the algorithm can be implemented 
on computational viable commercial microcontrollers with the proper guidance of expert doctors 
under the management of the hospital. That may further decide the total computational cost of the 
project, which is the subject matter for future scope. In the third issue, the real-time realization of 
the fractional-order controllers can be performed by the use of finite-dimensional integer-order 
approximation (Monje et al., 2010). Continuous-time Oustaloup approximation with a behaviour close 
to the desired and easier to handle implementation is the standard solution for the fractional-order 
controllers, which is available in (Oustaloup et al., 2000; Nagarsheth & Sharma, 2020).

Out of the three proposed fractional-order controllers, the paper stresses on the most feasible 
fractional controller for further studies. The FF-PI-PSO controller offers a comparatively considerable 
overshoot and undershoot with better ISCI values (Tables 2 and 3). The less ISCI values confirm the 
less use of drugs, i.e. Sodium Nitroprusside and Dopamine, for the control of Mean Arterial Blood 
Pressure and Cardiac Output. The FOPID-PSO controller implementation becomes cryptic. On the 
other hand, the Fractional-filter PI controller is easy to implement since the fractional-filter is the only 
fractional part to be approximated and implemented. Embedding a cascaded fractional-filter with the 
practically viable integer-PI will serve the purpose of the implementation of FF-PI. The beauty of 
the fractional-filter controllers is that with little modification they can be embedded into the existing 
system without changing the whole framework and structure of the controller. The FF-PI-IMC may 
not be recommended since IMC is a model-based technique and model uncertainties are evident. In 
IMC the PI parameters remain fixed. On the other hand, there are two extra parameters for precise 
tuning of the FF-PI-PSO. The four parameters of FF-PI-PSO give more flexibility in contrast to FF-
PI-IMC and FF-PI-PSO is easier to implement practically in contrast to FOPID-PSO as well. Robust 
performance (less sensitive to the process uncertainties) and more operating range of the proposed 
method (Table 5) will be helpful in inter-patient fluctuations as well as intrapatient fluctuations in 
physiological parameters which will further decrease the patient attendance time by the staff.

Thus, investigations of this paper recommend FF-PI-PSO in lieu of the other controllers for 
the improved performance in controlling the Mean Arterial Blood Pressure and Cardiac Output 
simultaneously. However, the major challenge is the variation of the process gain with respect to 
time as well as from patient to patient. This encourages for detailed experimental investigations as 
future work of the proposed research conclusion for the introduction of the recommended fractional-
order controller to regulate the blood pressure. That can be performed under the guidance of expert 
doctors and hospital management with further modifications based on the results and outcomes. The 
use of standard commercial communication standards is highly encouraged. An adaptive technique 
can also be employed in combination with the proposed fractional controller of the paper to tune the 
parameters optimally, based on changes in the behaviour of the input-output relationship.
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